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In this work, we present a novel methodology to efficiently compile large scale dynami-

cal systems described as Modelica models, and its implementation in a prototype Modelica

Compiler called ModelicaCC. The methodology allows to perform the different stages of

the compilation process without expanding the content of repetitive structures so the re-

sources (CPU time and memory) used by the compiler result independent on the model

size. Besides introducing the methodology with their algorithms and the implementation in

the ModelicaCC compiler, we analyze their efficiency comparing its performance with that

of OpenModelica in different large scale models.

Flattening Phase We present an article to efficiently flatten large scale models without

expanding equation and array variables. The first step is obtaining equivalent flat non-

expanded models from each component. The second step is replacing the connect equa-

tions amongst these components for equality equations. This is achieved thorough an algo-

rithm thats computes the connected components in a augmented graph.

Causalization Phase The DAE system resulting from then flattening stage must be then

sorted into an ODE. This works presents also an extension on the Tarjan algorithm to deal

with iterative equations and array variables without unrolling them. This is again achieved

with the use of an augmented graph holding information about array indexes and for iter-

ative variable.

Results The presented algorithms were implemented in a prototype Modelica C++ Com-

piler in order to study their behavior. The results show that over the two case studies pre-

sented this approach has a constant compilation time with respect to the model size.

Work is being done to include algebraic loops in the causalization phase. Index Reduc-

tion must also be included based on the work of [1].
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